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“We launched the United for Health project in the midst of growing
uncertainty and panic when the strict quarantine measures were
introduced in the world and Ukraine. I am glad we took actions in
such a difficult time. Jointly with the Supervisory Board of Lviv IT
Cluster, we have taken an important decision to launch this initiative
and even refocused our activity to support our city and region in the
fight against the pandemic. The past four months were very intense
for us, but the results have been worth it. In this report, we would like
to share them with you.”
Stepan Veselovskyi
CEO, Lviv IT Cluster

“United for Health is an excellent example of cooperation in times of
a crisis and coordinated work of businesses for a common goal. Lviv
IT Cluster, jointly with the IT community of Lviv, city administration,
and educational institutions, implements numerous projects vital for
our city. United for health is one more initiative that has shown us that
together we can achieve a lot and self-organize promptly.”
Ivan Babichuk
Supervisory Board Chairman, Lviv IT Cluster.

HOW THE PROJECT
STARTED
In early March, when the whole world was shaken by the COVID-19
pandemic, we as a responsible Lviv business community could not
stand aside, and, on March 23, the United for Health initiative was
launched. At the time, Ukraine introduced quarantine restrictions in
all regions. However, the major problem in March was the lack of
data about the number of COVID-19 cases in Ukraine.
According to ourworldindata.org, as of April 1, Ukraine ranked last by
the number of COVID-19 tests in Europe. Taking into account this
fact and after consultation with immunologists and medical experts,
Lviv IT Cluster decided to launch COVID-19 mass testing in Lviv and
Lviv region, which was the only way to obtain data and control the
virus spread.

Total Covid-19 tests
per 1000 people, Aprl 1, 2020

HOW THE PROJECT
STARTED

During the first 3 days, Lviv IT Cluster raised UAH 3 million
among IT companies and ordered 20,000 express tests for
COVID-19. The first Sars-Cov-2-lgG/IgM express tests by
Testsealabs were recommended by the Coronavirus emergency
operation centers in Lviv.
As of April 10, UAH 6 million was raised, with 41 companies of
Lviv IT Cluster supporting the initiative.

MISSION

The mission of the United for Health
project encompassed the launch of mass
testing for COVID-19 in Lviv and the
region, procurement and distribution
of express tests to the city and region;
support to the city and region in
combating the spread of the pandemic;
procurement of the necessities for
medical institutions and developing
of technological solutions to combat
the spread of the pandemic jointly with
Lviv IT Cluster companies.

OBJECTIVES

Provide the community of Lviv
and the region with free express
tests for SARS-CoV-2

Develop technological solutions
to help combat the spread
of the COVID-19 pandemic

Protect healthcare workers.
In particular, provide medical
staff in Lviv and Lviv region who
are working with COVID-19
patients with personal protective
equipment

KEY NUMBERS

UAH
raised

6 071 816

32 995
express tests
purchased

29 845
people in Lviv and
the region tested

41
companies
members of
Lviv IT Cluster
supported
the initiative

COVID-19
TESTING

TESTING

32 995
express tests purchased

29 845
people in Lviv and
the region tested

45
mobile medical teams
involved in testing in
20 districts of Lviv region

United for health is an emergency project that united businesses
in an effort to stop the pandemic in Lviv and gave an impetus to
the launch of mass population testing in Lviv and the region.

AWARENESS ABOUT
THE PROJECT
Numerous media outlets, both all-Ukrainian and regional ones,
have covered the United for Health project. The project also
spurred an interest in Lviv IT Cluster and its activities among the
Lviv and Ukrainian residents. After the project was launched, the
number of Lviv IT Cluster's news views significantly increased.
Besides, we received many inquiries about the project and mass
testing.

300+
media publications

15k
Cluster website
visitors per 1 day

120k

80%

views of project news
for the past 3 months

new website audience

TESTING OF JOURNALISTS
AND IT PROFESSIONALS

Lviv IT Cluster established efficient testing logistics together with
the city and regional coronavirus emergency operation centers.
Thus, mobile medical teams were able to test IT professionals
and journalists who were working on the frontline.

80
IT specialists
from 18 companies
of Lviv IT Cluster were tested

100
journalists were tested
in cooperation with Riel
and Lviv City Council

SUPPORT TO
HEALTHCARE
WORKERS

PPE PROCUREMENT
ALL PCR LABS IN LVIV WERE
PROVIDED WITH PERSONAL
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Lviv IT Cluster decided to support PCR labs providing them with
multi-use personal protective equipment, as laboratory workers are
likely to get infected while working with COVID-19 tests.
We provided the medical staff of all PCR labs in Lviv with full-body PPE
kits for work with pathogenic microorganisms of biosafety level 1-2.
The kits were delivered to the Lviv Regional Laboratory Center of the
Ministry of Health of Ukraine.

HEALTHCARE WORKERS
INSURANCE

UAH

Jointly with the Lviv Regional State Administration
and the insurance company UNIQA, Lviv IT Cluster
launched an insurance initiative for healthcare
workers in Lviv and the region who contracted
COVID-19.

700 000

24

10

was raised by Lviv IT Cluster
Companies

healthcare workers
received financial aid

payment requests are
being reviewed

IT CLUB FOR
HEALTHCARE WORKERS
Lviv IT Cluster provided healthcare workers in Lviv with its unique
discount program IT Club Loyalty, accessible only to IT specialists
before. IT Club Loyalty is a loyalty program for IT specialists with 700
partners all over the country.

2000

loyalty program cards were distributed
to doctors in Lviv on the occasion
of the Health worker day.

TECH
SOLUTIONS
AGAINST
COVID-19

Interactive map to detect
COVID-19 outbursts in Lviv
and the region (jointly with N-iX)

“Temperaturka” chatbot for
monitoring the general health
of residents (jointly with BotsCrew)

Viber bot for medical staff (jointly
with Chatbots.studio)

HACK THE NEW WORLD
HACKATHON

6 000

24

USD prize

mentors

181

16

participants

judges

We decided to organize a hackathon for the first
time to support our city in the fight against the
pandemic and find technological solutions for
businesses and residents for the post-quarantine
period. IT Arena conducted the Hack the New World
online hackathon in cooperation with the Lviv Tech
Angels investor club and ELEKS on May 15-17.

HACK THE NEW WORLD
HACKATHON

SafeMenu and Thermal Camera have already
implemented their solutions. Thermal Camera is
used at Lviv City Council and several schools, and
SafeMenu has been cooperating with Lviv City
Council and a number of municipal institutions.

1st place

2nd place

3d place

Kolo.Track

SafeMenu

Thermal Camera

The startup strives to help farmers
return to work after the crisis.

The idea of the startup is to finally make
restaurants and cafe visits in Lviv safe,
and in particular – to replace all printed
menus with those generated online.

A unique tech solution that can be
used with already existing temperature
measurement devices in schools,
museums, factories, restaurants, etc.

«На Львівщині
запровадять масове
тестування людей на
коронавірус: з кого
почнуть»

PROJECT
PARTNERSHIPS

«На Львівщині почнуть
масове тестування на
коронавірус»

SOCIOLOGICAL
SURVEY

a combination of sample sociological
research and express testing of city residents
strengthening mass testing effect
with sociological data
COVID-19 testing not only Lviv residents
who belong to high risk groups

In addition to technological solutions, we decided to employ
sociological methods to help the city and region fight
against the pandemic. In May, jointly with the sociological
agency FAMA, a survey aimed at detecting COVID-19
outbreaks was launched.

COOPERATION WITH
THE OPEN EYES FOUNDATION

100
individual donations

2
months campaign

Public crowdfunding campaign
on the Open Eyes platform

COMPANIES THAT SUPPORTED THE PROJECT

* We are also grateful to the Svyatoslav Vakarchuk Foundation and all those who supported the United for Health initiative by donating to the Open Eyes fundraising platform

Thank you to everyone who supported the project

UNITED FOR HEALTH

